Acute and Recovered Function Patients in CROWNWeb



CROWNWeb exists only for chronic ESRD patients.
This is determined by the treating nephrologist when he/she signs the attestation on the CMS2728 Form that in their medical judgement the patient is end stage.

Chronic Patients
DO enter into CROWNWeb
CMS 2728/2746 required
Patient can “Recover Function” as the discharge
reason

Acute Patients
DO NOT enter into CROWNWeb
CMS 2728/2746 NOT required
Must follow the steps below to remove patient
from CROWNWeb



If the patient has no submitted 2728 form, no clinical data, and was not admitted to other units:
o Search for the patient in CROWNWeb;
o Click on CROWN UPI Number and select Edit Patient; and
o Click on the Delete button. This will delete the patient PERMANENTLY from CROWNWeb



If the patient has no 2728 form but does have admission records to more than one unit:
o Contact the Network to perform the deletion



If the patient has no 2728 form, but does have submitted clinical data:
o Your only option is to discharge the patient using the discharge reason ACUTE.
Please contact the Network to perform the deletion.



If the patient has a 2728 form submitted:
o Your only option is to discharge the patient using the discharge reason ACUTE.
This will allow for the patient to be admitted as NEW ESRD Patient at some point in the
future with a new Date of First Dialysis.



What do I do if there is an ESRD patient with a 2728 form who Recovers Function months later?
o Discharge the patient using the discharge reason RECOVERED FUNCTION. If the patient loses
function again in the future, then the patient can be readmitted as a Restart. If the
readmission date is greater than one (1) year from the Recovered Function date, then a reentitlement Form 2728 will be required.
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